


The arrival of the

Stocks S6400 series

suction sweepers

heralds a new era

in the road sweeper

industry.

Introduced in January 2010,

the S6400 is extremely

simple to operate and easy

to maintain.

The sweeping equipment is

durable, reliable and is

designed and built to

provide years of faithful

service.

The Stocks S6400 series:

excellence doesn’t have to

be complicated.

SETTING THE STANDARDS
The overall sweep width of 3650mm when using simultaneous side brush

operation is one of the widest in the industry; a 1400 litre clean water storage

compartment within the lower section of the body and a level of standard

equipment including high pressure water system, overhead wanderhose,

screen shakers, reversing safety cameras, power down on both side and wide

sweep brushes and variable side brush positioning all make the Stocks S6400

the sweeper to set the standards.

BUILT  TO LAST
The S6400 has been designed and built to last, using the latest production

techniques, including laser cut profiling, CNC sheet folding and machining; all

brush equipment is powder-coated to give a highly durable, quality finish. The

body is constructed of heavy-duty 4mm thick corrosion and abrasion-resistant

stainless steel.

PROVEN PERKINS AUXIL IARY ENGINE
The standard auxiliary engine fitment is the Perkins Turbocharged 1100 Series,

which is compliant with EU and Europe stage III A emissions requirements

and has a proven record of durability in the road sweeper sector; it was the

natural choice for the S6400. The standard engine

delivers 57kW gross power and can be upgraded

to 97kW gross power if required.



HIGH LEVEL  OF STANDARD
EQUIPMENT
Stocks are unique in the industry in rather than producing a

basic sweeper and offering a series of add-on options and

upgrades to get the sweeper to a level of equipment the

majority of customers will require, we manufacture the

S6400 with a high level of equipment as standard,

including dual sweep, adjustable side brush positioning,

power down on both the side brush and the wide sweep

brush, overhead wanderhose, high pressure water system,

screen shakers, reverse camera system and beacons.

SAFETY
Specific attention has been paid to safety. All machines

have fitted as standard flashing beacons, reverse camera

systems, reverse alarms and pulsed radar sensors. The roof-

mounted wanderhose is greased remotely from the ground

avoiding the need for the operator to climb onto the roof for

regular maintenance.

EASE OF OPERATION
The S6400’s equipment is activated via an operator’s

control panel which has been designed and installed

with operator ergonomics in mind. The easy-to-use panel

provides complete control of all sweeping operations

with non-reflecting mechanical switches set out logically

and simply.

This is coupled with a smaller panel, which incorporates a

master switch and the side brush positioning switch and

is conveniently mounted near the operator’s side window

helping to reduce the level of distraction to the operator

to an absolute minimum.

The S6400 has the capability to fight through
even the most stubborn of dirty surfaces.



The sweeping equipment is of a pull design which

reduces the possibility of equipment damage due to

impact with stationary objects. The side brush is further

protected by a push-back mechanical spring system.

SIDE BRUSH
The side brush equipment is of a heavy duty

construction and has brush speed control and ground

pressure regulation as standard. Also fitted as standard

is power down which enables the operator to really

scrub the road hard to remove run-in dirt; this coupled

with fully adjustable sideways positioning and

simultaneous side brush operation gives an impressive

overall sweep width of 3650mm and allows the S6400

to clean many roads in a single pass, leaving other

sweepers behind.  

SUCTION BOX
The suction box is constructed of cast aluminium with a

4mm vulcanized wear-resistant rubber lining. The box

can be tilted backwards at the flick of a switch to make

the pick-up of larger material a simple operation.

WIDE SWEEP BRUSH
The 1300mm long wide sweep brush has a fully

adjustable ground pressure regulation system that is

set on 4 regulators (2 for left hand sweeping and 2 for

right hand sweeping), enabling the operator to switch

from left to right-hand sweeping operations without the

need to get out of the cab and re-adjust the brush.

Power down pushes the wide sweep brush hard onto

the ground to remove the more stubborn material at the

flick of a switch, is fitted as standard. The brush can be

made up of either polypropylene segments, wire

segments or a mixture of both.  

WATER SYSTEMS
The self-priming, low-pressure water dust suppression

pump ensures dust free collection of all swept material.

Water can be injected directly into the suction box,

towards the side brush and across the front of the

vehicle. For more arduous cleaning the high pressure

water system incorporates a hand lance with 15 metres

of hose, suction box spray bars and front spray bar

all delivering water at up to 30 litres/min at 150 bar.

OVERHEAD WANDERHOSE
The overhead wanderhose has a 4.2 metre reach

that can be used for many operations from cleaning

catchpits and road gullies to picking litter and leaf

collection. To ensure the wanderhose does not become

too heavy in operation it is fitted with a counter-

balancing spring system.

SCREEN SHAKERS
Rear mesh screen shakers are another standard fitment.

They enable the operator to clean the rear screens every

time the rear door is opened as both screens are

lowered automatically making thorough washing of the

screens an easy task and by doing so maximising the

S6400’s suction. Another huge benefit to washing the

screens in the lowered position is the washed off

material does not get directed into the roof tunnelling.

The screens can also be operated with the rear door

closed by unclipping the handle and pulling down

sharply on the cable to shake the screens free from dirt

and leaf build-up.

HIGH PERFORMANCE,  EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE SWEEPING

The Stocks S6400:
the new standard in road sweeping.



EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ENSURE THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN
THIS BROCHURE IS CORRECT, BUT DUE TO CONTINUOUS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT,
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE ALTERATIONS/IMPROVEMENTS WITHOUT PRIOR
NOTICE. E&OE. © COPYRIGHT STOCKS SWEEPERS LTD 2010.

Sweep width 3650mm (with simultaneous side brush operation)

Payload capacity up to 6.4 tonnes nominal (depending on chassis)

Hopper volume 6.4m³ nominal gross

Water tank capacity 1400 litres standard

Low pressure water 3.5 bar, 35 litres/min.

High pressure water 150 bar, 30 litres/min

Auxiliary engine Perkins 1100 Turbocharged series

Auxiliary engine 160 litres standard
fuel tank capacity

Load discharge system Chassis gearbox mounted power take off (P.T.O.)

Sweeping speed 2 - 16 kilometres/hour


